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Background: the world is speeding up!

Holistic trends
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The World is Speeding Up! 

Founded
Time to reach 

50m users

2004 ~44 months

2009 ~1 month
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The World is Speeding Up! 
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The World is Speeding Up!

Software release cycle in 1980s: 3- 5 years

Software release cycle in 2010s: 11.7 seconds
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Holistic Trends
Enterprise Agile

Scaling Agile beyond Dev function

Beyond Budgeting

Budgeting is not only financial and episodic annually 

DevOps
Linking Development and Operations

Project Portfolio Management

Consider project portfolio, not only individual projects
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Project Portfolio Management
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BizDev
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Missing link - historical disconnect between Business and Development
• Parallels DevOps concept

• Evidenced by
Product Owner, 
Lean Startup, 
Shift Left, 
Usage Analytics
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Holistic Trends
Single codebase repository

Google, Facebook, Linux Kernel

Infrastructure is Software Too!*
Version-controlled immutable infrastructure 
– no configuration drift
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* Fitzgerald B, Humble J, Forsgren N, Stol K, & Doody B (2015) Infrastructure is Software Too! 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2681904



BizDevOps (Continuous *)
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Figure 1: Continuous *: A holistic view on activities from Business, Development, Operations and Innovation.

release software whenever an organization wants [45]. In
actual practice, this means that new features are deployed
into production code as soon as they are finished. This ability
and practice to release frequently has long been recognized
in open source software communities, where “release early,
release often” is a common practice.

Neely and Stolt [45] describe the experience of an organiza-
tion that adopted continuous delivery. The organization im-
plemented a number of lean principles, such as implementing
a Kanban system (migrating from Scrum), documenting their
development process (value stream mapping), and automa-
tion whenever possible. The transformation of continuous
delivery cannot be limited to the software development team,
but should also consider other functions, in particular Sales
and Marketing. This suggests that an end-to-end considera-
tion of the software development lifecycle is important, which
is also a characteristic of Lean Thinking. Neely and Stolt also
reported that continuous monitoring (through tests, gates
and checks) is important – in lean vocabulary this is better
known as Poka Yoke – and the organization used a number
of tools to monitor the state of the system.

By changing from time-based releases (e.g., Sprint-based)
to continuous delivery of software, the number of reported
defects (e.g. by customers) is likely to level out—the leveling
of a workload (i.e., the need to fix defects) is referred to as
‘heijunka’ in Lean Thinking [63].

3.2.2 Continuous Verification/Continuous Testing
Given the extent to which various forms of testing are a key

component of continuous integration, the topics of continuous
verification and continuous testing are also included here.

The traditional waterfall approach leads to a tendency to
consider verification and quality as separate activities, to
be considered only after requirements, design and coding
are completed [9]. Agile and iterative approaches have in-
troduced prototyping which is used for earlier verification
of requirements. Continuous verification seeks to employ
verification activities including formal methods and inspec-

tion throughout the development process rather than relying
on a testing phase towards the end of development. Chang
et al. [9] presented a case study of the development of a
mission-critical weapons system that followed a waterfall
lifecycle augmented with the concept of ‘continuous verifica-
tion.’ Each phase (requirements analysis, high level design,
detailed design, code, unit testing, integration testing) was
augmented by adding an inspection or verification phase that
could include prototyping. Chang et al. reported that only
3.8% of the total development time was needed for testing
phases, which they attributed to the additional time spent
on inspection and verification activities that represented 21%
of the total time. While verification activities took a signifi-
cant amount of time, they were found to be very e↵ective in
achieving quality.
Inspections based on pre-defined checklists were found to

be more e↵ective than without a checklist. This is clearly
a form of task standardization, which is a key principle
in Lean Thinking. Chang et al. found that no significant
tool support was required to support continuous verification,
which could be an impediment to adopting this activity in
some organizations.
Continuous testing seeks to integrate testing activities

as closely as possible with coding. Similar to continuous
integration, there are potential benefits to this [43]. Firstly,
errors can be fixed quickly while the context is fresh in the
developers’ minds and before these errors lead to knock-on
problems. Also, the underlying root causes that led to the
problems may be identified an eliminated. Furthermore, there
is usually some level of automation of the testing process and
a prioritization of test cases [39]. Sa↵ and Ernst introduced
the concept of ‘continuous testing’ [55], and argued that
continuous testing can result in wasted development time.
Their experiment showed that continuous testing can help to
reduce overall development time by as much as 15%. This
suggests that continuous testing can be an e↵ective tool to
reduce one of the types of wastes, namely that of waiting
time.
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* Fitzgerald B and Stol K (2017) Continuous Software Engineering: A Roadmap 
and Agenda. Journal of Systems and Software, 123, pp. 176-189.



Continuous Planning

Planning episodic and aligned with annual 
financial/budgeting process

Not fit for purpose today
Batch model
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Continuous Compliance

Tailoring agile methods for regulated 
environments
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Generic Scrum Method

3 Weeks

Sprint
BacklogProduct 

Backlog

Shippable 
product

Sprint review

Daily 
standup 
meeting

Scrum Team
Product 
Owner

Scrum Master

Sprint 
Planning 
Meeting

1 day

Sprint 
retrospective

Scrum
3 ceremonies: Sprint Planning, Daily Stand-Up, Sprint 

Review/Retrospective
3 roles: Product Owner, Scrum Master, Team
3 artefacts: Product Backlog, Sprint Backlog, Burn-Down Charts



3 Weeks

Sprint 
backlog

Functional product 
Backlog

Shippable 
product

Daily 
standup 
meeting

Team + Docn.

Product owner

Scrum Master

Sprint 
Planning 
Meeting

Dev. Check

QA Review

Sprint review 
+ demo

1 day1 task

Non-conformance 
report

QC

Hardening 
Sprint

Compliance 
Backlog

Definition of Done 
including compliance 

with regulations

Non-Iterative

Iterative

Submission of 
High Level

Requirements

Final 
Regulatory 
Approval

Risk 
Planning

R-Scrum

New ceremonies:
Risk Planning, Dev Check, QA Review, Hardening Sprint,

New roles: Docn, QC, QA

New artefacts: Non-Conformance Report,Compliance Backlog, Definition of Done

High Level Requirements, Final Regulatory Approval,
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R-Scrum (Regulated Scrum)*

* Fitzgerald B  et al (2013) Scaling agile methods to regulated environments: An industry case study, 
Proceedings of International Conference on Software Engineering, San Francisco

“No unexpected surprises at final release. 
We are just confirming the final release”    

- VP Quality & CRM



Continuous Use

Initial adoption not same as continuing use
Payoff from continued use not initial adoption

Switching costs low 
for ‘Digital Natives’ 

Bebo?
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Continuous Trust

Single transaction v. ongoing relationship
Buying a car different to buying a service

Continuous recalculation – affected by 
third-party issues
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Continuous Innovation

“I know my customers don’t use half the features. 
The trouble is I don’t know which half!”

Usage Analytics: 
Systematic introduction
of features & assessment 
of customer usage (value)
v. cost to implement
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Some Caveats
Continuous delivery to production systems 

‘40 shades of blue’  is not Design

Trustworthy software
“Code is Law! “ 

- Lawrence Lessig 

Continuity v. Speed
“Speed is meaningless without continuity”

- Taiichi Ohno
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Some Caveats

Need for Discontinuity 
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1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 

2.0

3.0

4.0

Kaizen

Kaikaku “If six-sigma ruled, we would still be slime!”
—Gary Hamel




